WELCOME

I

t gives me immense pleasure to begin
this message by welcoming AMCHAM
T&T’s new Board of Directors and
President, Patricia Ghany.

Patricia and her company, Esau Oilfields
Supplies, have been active members of
AMCHAM T&T for more than two decades and,
like our Immediate Past President Mitchell De
Silva, her story is one of active engagement
and movement up through the organisation
through participation in committees,
leadership of projects and service at the
Board level.

DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION
The theme of this issue of Linkage is
Digital Transformation, which Patricia has also
identified as one of her priorities as President.
It is, of course, an apt theme as we are
now in the midst of the Fourth Industrial
Revolution and Digital Transformation is at the
heart of our changing economy. The pace of
technological advancement is changing the
world, business and our personal lives in ways
we can hardly imagine. Indeed it is the speed
of technological change which really defines
this Fourth Industrial Revolution.
It is by no means business as usual as
competitors can easily become collaborators
and persistent friction in business processes
or customer interaction is giving rise to some
of the todays biggest and most disruptive
companies (think Paypal, Uber, Amazon).
Those who do not pay attention may find
themselves standing on the side-lines of
progress and prosperity. This goes for both
businesses and nations alike.
AMCHAM T&T long recognised the impact
and importance of the digital age and we
continue to proactively educate, engage and
advocate for a business environment that is
conducive to change — the type of change
that is necessary for a competitive nation
to take advantage of the opportunities that
are present. As you will read in this issue of
LINKAGE, AMCHAM T&T formed its Digital

Transformation committee in January 2018.
This committee’s overarching goal is to drive
digital transformation in T&T. It works closely
with a number of stakeholders to ensure that
the necessary research is done to determine
how digital transformation is affecting all
sectors and to inform our advocacy in that
area.
Governments the world over struggle to
keep abreast with technological changes
that enhance competitiveness and efficiently
deliver services to citizens. This occurs in
relation to adoption of new technologies, in
regard to process efficiency and in ensuring
that legislation keeps pace with digital
advancement. Ministries and government
agencies must cease to operate in silos and
further the free flow of information, which
can allow for quicker processes and easier
tracking of information. We need to engage
in horizontal policy reforms, which can have
a significant cost-cutting impact on the ease
of doing business. Digital transformation can
facilitate this.
Fenwick Reid, Chair of the Digital
Transformation Committee and Group Senior
Vice President and Executive Chairman of
Information, Technology & Communication
Business Unit at Massy Holdings Limited,
touches on this in his article Digital
Transformation in the Public Sector – A Case
for Digital Government.

DON'T GET LEFT BEHIND
Individual businesses must also be proactive
in the process of digital transformation.
If you don’t, you will unquestionably get
left behind. Maybe not next year, but rest
assured that your competitors are certainly
seeking an advantage over you — and they
may not be in T&T or even the Caribbean
but, who knows, they could be in Fiji,
targeting your customers here.
I must also mention that in the recent
deliberation by the Joint Select Committee of
Parliament on the Cybercrime Bill, AMCHAM

Nirad Tewarie

CEO, AMCHAM T&T
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T&T was the only chamber that was called to
present their comments on the bill. We would
not have been able to do this without the
feedback from many of our members who fill
out our surveys and feedback forms. I continue
to urge you to reach out to us and let us know
how we can best serve you.
I do hope that you enjoy this exciting issue!
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VIEWPOINT

To achieve AMCHAM T&T's objectives, the
Board will be working closely with our
Digital Transformation Committee to develop
strategies and provide insights for both the
public and private sectors that can assist
with digital transformation.

Today, the scope of digital transformation is massive. Every sector, every
industry and every business is facing its own digital inflection point,
as disruption becomes the norm rather than the exception. Change is
happening at each touchpoint as the world is finding new ways to buy, sell,
produce, consume and work.

Patricia Ghany

President, AMCHAM T&T

A

s I begin my year as AMCHAM T&T’s President, I
would like to thank you, our members, for your
continued support and for the confidence that you
have placed in this organisation. I would also like to
express my profound gratitude to the Past President
Mitchell De Silva and the Board of Directors for the
invaluable contributions they make in so many ways to the
organisation. I am truly honoured to be able to contribute
to the leadership and stewardship of AMCHAM T&T as we
continue to lead as the Pathway to the Americas.
Digital Transformation
With one look at the technological landscape today it may be
difficult to believe that a mere twenty years ago, in 1998, one of
the biggest concerns was the Y2K bug. Whilst the fear of worldwide
destruction has long subsided and a renewed sense of exploration
and audacious innovation ensued, one must admit that there are
as many concerns as there are opportunities in the digital world.
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As industry leaders we are faced with a time of change and of seemingly
endless possibilities for reinvention. Quite often digital transformation is
looked at as a technology change rather than a business change. However,
we cannot determine the future of business unless we first ask ourselves
“what does the business of the future look like?” We all need to fully
embrace digital transformation if we are to survive, compete and grow
in this environment of hyper-connectedness, immediate transactions
and disruptions to major industries. More than that, we need to be part
of the healthy disruptions that are happening in the market. It can be
quite intimidating to think about the potential of technology to change
our businesses and business models forever, but we need to embrace
reality. This is a journey in which we learn, improve and adapt to a dynamic
environment as we seek new ways to harness the exponential power of
technology to compete in the global marketplace.
Digital Transformation Committee
To this end, I want to ensure that our member companies are well
positioned to take advantage of rapid technological shifts that can allow
our market share, clients, strategic alliances and partnerships to grow
seamlessly, no matter where we’re located geographically.
To achieve these objectives, the Board will be working closely with
our Digital Transformation Committee to develop strategies and provide
insights for both the public and private sectors that can assist with digital
transformation. This committee, headed by Fenwick Reid, Executive
Chairman Massy ICT, Zia Paton, Partner PWC, and Devindra Ramnarine,
Executive Director & Caribbean Lead, Government and Public Sector Ernst
and Young, will spearhead efforts in assisting member companies in the
process of competing in this Digital Age. In addition to this, we want to
ensure that a digital economy leads to a more sustainable society.
I invite you to share your thoughts with myself, the members of the
Board and the Secretariat as we do our best to help you and your business.
I look forward to serving you!

Digital Transformation

THE WRITING IS ON THE WALL
CEO's Perspective
Anna Henderson, CEO Massy Technologies Applied Imaging

Massy Technologies Applied Imaging is a
part of the MASSY Group and deals with the
outputs of technologies, such as computers,
printers and other hardware. As much as
the technology has changed, so have the
consumers. In years gone by, many businesses
were reluctant to adopt any type of new
technology. Now, as people and businesses
become more tech savvy, they are embracing
innovation and are thus more accepting to
technological changes. They also expect more
out of their devices; things like mobility,
image quality and the option to present
digitally by using screens are more important
than before. For a provider this means that
you must ensure that you are the leader in the
field and remain top of market.

MY GRANDMOTHER
WAS VERY MUCH INTO
TECHNOLOGY, AS
SHE WORKED WITH
COMPUTERS IN THE
CENTRAL STATISTICAL
OFFICE.

R

egardless of what part of the
technology sector you operate
from, the writing is on the
wall: digital transformation
must be a priority if we are to
compete in a global economy. While
working in and leading companies
that are integral parts of the
technological landscape in Trinidad
and Tobago, I have seen first-hand the
scope and pace of digital innovation
and acceleration over the years. Think
about it. Ten years ago you could not
send a text message with a photograph
in it, but now we have the capacity to
livestream an event via a phone app to
thousands, or even millions, of persons
across the globe.
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Digital Transformation in T&T
Comparatively, the rate of digital
transformation in Trinidad and Tobago is
slower than the rate for transformation
globally. We still have a lot of manual
processes in this country, and these may
prove to be hindrances for innovation.
Technology is a way of gaining efficiency
and reducing costs, and at this time in
our economy, reducing operating costs for
businesses is paramount. By leveraging the
right kind of technology, we can achieve
innovation, aid in company growth and even
diversify our outputs. People often think that
achieving transformation requires a complete
rejection of one system in exchange for
another. With this type of mind-set, any
change becomes a massive project, which
in turn has the tendency to run aground
due to bureaucracy or the sheer size of the
undertaking.
Transformation should take a more strategic
approach and should be done with the aim of
speed and efficiency. By strategically investing
in technology to update one department, or
by improving one process, you can gradually
transform your organisation and make it more
efficient, reduce costs and then be able to
compete on the global scale.
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Private Public Sector Partnership
The role of Private Public Sector Partnership
(PPP) in ICT Sector is very important. The
private sector offers to public companies the
knowledge, experience and the know-how.
That capability can make the public sector
more efficient and the cost of doing business
can be reduced. For our country to compete
globally, we must examine the cost and ease
of doing business for local companies and
foreign investors. There is no room for siloed
thinking. Collaborative business is the way of
the future, and PPP allows for this to happen.
Gender Parity in ICT Sector
My grandmother was very much into
technology, as she worked with computers in
the Central Statistical Office (CSO). Back then
computers were not as pervasive in society
as they are now, but seeing the love she had
for her job and for technology must have
influenced me on a subconscious level. It was
also an introduction to gender disparity, as
I do not remember her having many female
work colleagues.
However, there is definitely a cultural
change taking place. Traditionally, the ICT
space was not one that females gravitated
towards, but more and more we find that
women are very interested in entering the
field. This is very important, as the female
mind brings a different perspective and a
different level of collaboration. Something
that is needed, as consumers of our products
are both male and female.
I believe that leaders should make a
conscious attempt to identify any conscious
or unconscious bias in the way they hire,
promote and compensate their employees.
All employees should be given ample room
to rise and shine within their company.
Unfortunately, this may be taking a bit longer
than we hoped. Conversely, women need
to take the responsibility to mentor other
women and to speak out against pay gaps
where we see them occurring, once they are
in a position to do so.

AMCHAM T&T ELECTS
A NEW PRESIDENT
My vision for the next year is to strengthen our
position as an organisation and catalyst, for the
sustained economic development of Trinidad and
Tobago.

Participants at AMCHAM T&T's Annual General Meeting

T

he
American
Chamber
of
Commerce of Trinidad & Tobago
elected its 15th President – and
second female President – at its
Annual General Meeting at the Hilton
Trinidad Conference Centre on Friday,
29th June, 2018. The new President,
Patricia Ghany, is currently the Chief
Financial Officer of Esau Oilfield Supplies
Limited. Ms. Ghany has been an active
member of AMCHAM T&T for over twenty
years, serving at the Board level, on the
Programme and Events Committee and
on the Chamber Imaging and Experience
Committee.

future not only for ourselves but also for future
generations.” She further espoused her vision
for the next year, which is “to strengthen our
position as an organisation and as a catalyst
for the sustained economic development of
Trinidad and Tobago.”

President – Patricia Ghany, Esau Oilfield
Supplies Ltd

To achieve this, our focus will be toward
creating positive shifts in the following three
areas:

Secretary - Glenn Hamel-Smith, Hamel-Smith
& Co.

In her inaugural address she noted that her
task would be a challenging one given the
realities of our current economic environment.
She however expressed confidence in the
organisation’s ability to overcome the
challenges to “build a better and brighter

There were also a few changes to the
AMCHAM T&T Board of Directors, with Mr. Hugh
Howard retiring from the Board of Directors.
The list of Directors for the 2018-2019 term
are as follows:
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1.

Working towards Gender Parity

2.

Improving the Business Climate & Focusing
on Investment

3.

Digital/Technological Transformation
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Vice President - Mitchell De Silva, Citi
Vice President – Bruce MacKenzie, Massy
Group

Treasurer – Dominic Rampersad, Phoenix
Park Gas Processors Limited
Directors: Ravi Suryadevara, TRINVALCO;
Simon Aqui, IBM; Nicholas Galt, TSL; Racquel
Moses, Microsoft; Sana Ragbir, First Citizens
Bank; Giselle Thompson, bpTT; Jason George,
United Airlines; Gayle Pazos, Scotiabank
(Trinidad & Tobago) Ltd.; Erojus Joseph, GE Oil
& Gas; Karrian Hepburn, Unit Trust Corporation
and Gregory Hill, ANSA Merchant Bank

From Row: Nirad Tewarie, CEO; Patricia Ghany, President & Mitchell De Silva, Vice President
Back Row (L-R): Ravi Suryadevara, Director; Gayle Pazos, Director; Nicholas Galt, Director; Sana Raghbir, Director; Glenn HamelSmith, Secretary; Dexter Pyne, Acting Deputy Chief of Mission & Political and Economic Chief, US Embassy; Giselle Thompson,
Director; Jason George, Director; Erojus Joseph, Director; Gregory Hill, Director and Matthew Ciesielski Economic Officer,
U.S. Embassy

Feature Speaker Tristan Relly - Deloitte

Sharing a light moment with Nigel Edwards,
Trinidad & Tobago Unit Trust Corporation
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DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION IN
THE PUBLIC SECTOR – A CASE FOR
DIGITAL GOVERNMENT

By Fenwick Reid

W

e live in an increasingly
connected world. Trade
barriers are constantly being
broken
down
by
the
availability of electronic
means of doing business. Physical
meetings are being replaced by virtual
meetings. Commerce is progressively
being driven by technology.
In this technology enabled and connected
world, governments currently face a number of
challenges. The expectations of their citizens
for higher standards of service and interaction
are increasing. Citizens increasingly want to
interact with their governments for services
online in the same manner that they do with
private companies, such as internet commerce
companies and financial institutions. In addition,
governments are challenged to improve their
effectiveness, reduce administrative costs and
integrate different areas of government to
provide an efficient service to their citizens.

10

Many countries, such as South Korea,
Singapore, Japan, and Estonia, to name a few,
have led the way in digital adoption by the
delivery of e-Government services, thereby
transforming how their governments deliver
services to their citizens.
Though these e-Government systems have
greatly enhanced the services being provided
to citizens, in many cases, the adoption of
these has not been very high, mainly due to the
slow pace of changes in underlying business
processes and accompanying legislation
needed to support the improvements that
the technical solutions are able to provide.
The way these services are delivered has not
fundamentally changed: the necessary internal
processes have, in many cases, remained the
same with many of them being driven by
documents rather than by data.
What is emerging is the need to build on
the gains made by e-Government initiatives
and truly transform and “digitise” government

AMCHAM T&T LINKAGE Edition 2 / 2018

services, creating in essence a “digital
government”.

WHAT IS DIGITAL
GOVERNMENT?
The OECD refers to digital government as
“the use of digital technologies, as an integral
part of governments’ modernisation strategy,
to create public value”.
Digital government essentially builds
on E- Government but differs in approach.
E-Government utilises information and
communication technologies (ICTs) as a tool
to achieve better delivery of government
services, paying limited attention to “a user
centered design”, whereas digital government
starts with user needs as a fundamental part of
the design. This means that internal and cross
departmental government processes need to
be reengineered to provide the best possible
experience for users.

Photo: dem10/istockphoto

Digital Transformation

Digital government holds the promise of greatly improved
citizen-centred services, lower cost of service delivery and
greater national competitiveness as some of its benefits.
Achieving this is no easy task and will require significant
collaboration and management of change.

The transformation to digital government
is driven by a number of factors, including
but not limited to:
•

The growing expectation of citizens and
business that the services provided by
Government will be delivered through the
same channels and be of the same quality
as the online and mobile services they
receive in their everyday lives.

•

The need to reduce administrative costs in
Government.

•

The need of governments to attract
international investment and talent
through efficiency and ease of doing
business.

•

•

•

Policy effectiveness through the reuse of
high quality data to allow public authorities
the ability to deliver their services properly
and efficiently. When data that has been
already directly and correctly recorded is
shared across institutions, a better and
more efficient service can be delivered.
In addition, this frees public-sector
employees of the repetitive and routine
task of re-inputting data that has already
been captured by another institution.
A user experience that is less than optimal
where services are too difficult or complex
to use because they were not designed
with the user in mind but rather from a
service manager’s point of view.
Back-office business processes that are still
designed around a paper based workflow
where forms still need to be filled in and
then processed in the traditional manner
as opposed to a fully digital workflow.

•

Lack of accommodation of new
technologies such as mobile devices to
provide services to citizens and businesses.

•

Access to Government services by the
citizens who need them the most (namely,
the economically disadvantaged).

WHERE IS TRINIDAD &
TOBAGO?
Trinidad and Tobago’s draft National ICT
Plan 2017-2021 articulates many of the goals
to achieving a digital government and has
declared in its vision three major elements:
“Empowered People” where citizens:
•

have pervasive access to ICT

•

are connected to infrastructure which
provides a variety of affordable, high
quality, safe and secure services

•

are deriving high value from the use of ICT,
benefitting themselves and society.

“Competitive Business” where businesses
are:
•

supported by robust, advanced and secure
infrastructure

•

enabled by the requisite legislative
framework

•

supported by a technologically skilled
workforce

•

continuously aspiring to innovate in their
products, processes and operations.

“Transformational Government" where
ministries and agencies:
•

are deploying ICT to transform operations
to a state where digital becomes the
default

•

are delivering services that are simple, fast,
secure and end-to-end

•

are achieving efficiencies within and across
entities through data analytics, shared
platforms and the use of other resources
to deliver better with less.

I

n arriving at these noble and necessary
aspirations, the Government has over the
years implemented some aspects of an
E-Government strategy, with initiatives

such as automation of the Inland Revenue
service, Customs and Excise and the Single
Electronic Window, and TTBizLink, to name a
few. Though these and many of the initiatives
currently underway are necessary, and have
helped in modernising the levels of service
provided by Government, they have been slow
in implementation. In some cases, these
initiatives were only partially implemented for
various reasons and do not comprehensively
address some of the fundamental requirements
articulated in the vision.

W

hat is needed to achieve this
vision and actualise the potential
of a digital government is a
deliberate,
directed
and
sustained execution of major
elements in the national ICT plan. This includes
enactment of key legislation supporting the
plan (many pieces of legislation have been
developed and are in varying stages of approval
by Parliament ), as well as an “Open Data”
Policy that allows for transparency, participatory
governance and innovative business and
services that can deliver social and commercial
value.
Digital government holds the promise of
greatly improved citizen-centred services, lower
cost of service delivery and greater national
competitiveness as some of its benefits.
Achieving this is no easy task and will require
significant collaboration and management of
change in and among various government
departments and agencies working closely
with the private sector. If we as a nation,
however, really wish to be globally competitive
and enhance economic diversification and
growth, this is an important step in that
journey.

Fenwick Reid is the current Senior Vice President of
Massy Holdings Ltd. and Executive Chairman of the
Information, Technology & Communications Business
Unit at Massy Technologies (Trinidad) Ltd. He is also
the Chair of AMCHAM T&T’s Digital Transformation
Committee.
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THE FUTURE
IS FEMALE
AND DIGITAL
(IN THAT ORDER)
By Dr. Marla Dukharan

W

hen I look around the
Caribbean, I am always
struck by the dichotomy of
the boundless potential of
our people and our natural
resources, versus the heartbreaking,
almost universal underperformance of
our economies.

THE CARIBBEAN CHALLENGE
We are blessed with some of the world’s most
fertile and breathtaking natural environments.
On a per capita basis, we are amongst the
world’s most talented and successful people in
many fields, not limited to literature and sport.
But we are also the slowest growing, the
most heavily indebted, and the most violent
and murderous region in the world, as well as
the most vulnerable to climate change and
natural disasters. So, it is no wonder that, on a
per capita basis, the Caribbean has the highest
level of net outward migration in the world.
Therefore, if we don’t solve our problems
quickly and sustainably, at some point, there
won’t be anyone left.

12

However, if we do manage to sustainably
solve the most fundamental socioeconomic challenges facing us today in the
Caribbean, given the increasingly digital and
interconnected nature of the global economy,
we could become the region with the highest
net brain gain and net inward migration on a
per capita basis, as indeed we once were. If
you think about it, the whole world is already
in the Caribbean. We are a microcosm of the
wider world. And there is a way to achieve
these goals.

THE GIG ECONOMY
The gig economy, defined as “an
environment in which temporary positions
are common and organisations contract
with independent workers for short-term
engagements”, is seen as part of a shifting
cultural and business environment that
also includes the sharing economy, the gift
economy and the barter economy.
According to Forbes Magazine, more than
one-third of the US workforce, or 55 million
persons, are currently working as freelancers the highest number on record - while 85% of
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US companies say they’ll transition to a more
“agile workforce” in the next few years.
According to a World Bank study, sharing
economy platforms are expected to generate
USD335 billion in revenue by 2025. McKinsey
suggests that by 2025, online talent platforms
could raise global GDP by up to USD2.7 trillion
and increase employment by 72 million fulltime-equivalent positions. Indeed, by 2020,
online platforms are expected to make up 10%
of China’s total GDP.

W

hy is this important in a Caribbean
context? Well, think brain drain,
remittances, the skills gap, ageing
populations, falling foreign
reserves, and long-term economic
malaise. The digital economy is growing faster
than the traditional economy and represents
an avenue for the Caribbean to achieve
sustainable growth and job creation.
The gig economy allows Caribbean
nationals access to international opportunities,
and potentially, a slice of that USD335 billion
pie, without needing to leave our shores.
Concurrently, there is an opportunity for the
Caribbean to attract migrants who also operate

Illustration by Alice Besson, using Anton Khrupin, Victor Tondee (Shutterstock), Vector Backgrounds (All Free Download)

Digital Transformation

in this space, to live and work in the Caribbean.
The key to convincing our people to stay,
stemming brain drain and declining and ageing
populations and economies, therefore, is no
longer as much about creating opportunities
domestically, as it is about creating the right
kind of environment.
We already have a natural environment and
culture that people around the world value. So,
in order to become the place to be for those
in the gig economy, we need to provide an
enabling environment - particularly, ensuring
security, connectivity, and financial inclusion.

DIGITAL FINANCIAL
INCLUSION
Without financial inclusion, and more so
online / mobile banking, the gig economy is
virtually inaccessible. As a region, however, we
are becoming increasingly financially excluded,
because of what foreign banks call de-risking,
but which to me more closely resembles
investment portfolio rebalancing. This not
only precludes our ability to capitalise on the
opportunities presented by the gig economy,
as outlined earlier, but financial exclusion
is a key pillar of persistent poverty, already
estimated at 40% in the Caribbean.
According to the World Bank, around 2
billion people (40% of the world’s adults,
50% of the world’s poorest) are unbanked,
and a whopping 85% of the world’s financial
transactions are conducted in cash! Financial
inclusion is so important to poverty reduction
that the World Bank has set a goal of achieving
universal financial inclusion by 2020 - a full
decade before the Sustainable Development
Goals’ (SDGs) deadline – because even though
it isn’t an SDG on its own, universal financial
inclusion is a critical enabler for 8 of the 17
SDGs, related to reducing poverty, income
inequality and gender inequality, ultimately
boosting sustainable development.

R

emittances, which are a lifeline for the
world’s poorest, are projected to reach
USD500 billion worldwide this year,
but roughly 10-15% of which, or
USD50-75 billion, will be lost to money
transfer fees. Think about the difference that
USD50-75 billion could make to the world’s
poorest, and those in the Caribbean so heavily
dependent on this flow of revenue. Financial
inclusion varies widely across the Caribbean,
but tends to be below the global average,
which supports the persistence of poverty, and
reduces access to the online / gig economy.
But there is hope - some 1.6 billion of the
world’s 2 billion unbanked have access to
a mobile phone, creating the potential for
mobile banking access. According to the World
Bank, in 2016, more than 40% of the world’s
population had access to the internet, with
new users coming online every day. Among
the poorest 20% of households, nearly 7 out
of 10 have a mobile phone, such that these
households are more likely to have access to
mobile phones than to toilets or clean water!

If women were to participate in the economy
“identically to men”, by 2025 we could add as
much as USD28 trillion or 26% to annual global
GDP (roughly the combined size of the current
US and Chinese economies).
In the Caribbean, conditions are ripe for
leapfrogging to achieve universal financial
inclusion digitally, and access to the online /
gig economy, with mobile penetration rates
higher than the global average, at 112 per
100 population, versus a global average of
101. More than half of all Caribbean countries
have mobile subscription rates over 100, per
100 population, and 58% of individuals in
the Caribbean use the internet, versus 46%
worldwide.

greater access to markets, knowledge and
more flexible working arrangements, which
can result in higher female employment rates
on platforms than in traditional industries. For
example, in the US, the proportion of female
drivers is higher for Uber (14%) than for
traditional taxis (8%). But globally:
1.

250 million fewer women than men are
online, as the Global Internet user gender
gap expanded from 11% in 2013 to 12%
in 2016;

The famed M-PESA in Kenya has lifted as
many as 194,000 households – 2% of the
population – out of poverty, and cut the cost
of remittances by 90%. M-PESA has been
especially effective in improving the economic
lives of poor women and members of femaleheaded households. And this is of particular
importance, because, as Christine Lagarde said,
poverty is sexist, and so is financial exclusion.
Over one billion women worldwide and 52%
of women in the Caribbean and Latin America
are unbanked, underpinning gender inequality.

2.

Women are much less likely than men
in the same age group, and at similar
education and income levels, to use the
Internet;

3.

Women are 14% less likely than men to
own a mobile telephone;

4.

Women are 30-50% less likely than men
to use the Internet for economic and
political empowerment;

5.

When they own mobile telephones,
women are less likely than men to utilise
mobile data, social media applications or
SMS services; and

6.

According to the World Bank’s Global
Findex Report, women face many more
barriers than men with respect to access
to financial services, leading to lower
financial inclusion and higher rates of
poverty.

WOMEN AND WORK
McKinsey Global Institute found that if
women were to participate in the economy
“identically to men”, by 2025 we could add
as much as USD28 trillion or 26% to annual
global GDP (roughly the combined size of the
current US and Chinese economies). Could
you imagine the implications of expanding our
economy by 26%?
Barbados is the highest ranking Caribbean
country on the World Economic Forum’s
2017 Global Gender Gap Index, at 23rd of
144 countries, followed by Cuba at 25th,
the Bahamas at 27th, and Jamaica at 51st.
In ALL of these countries, the gender gap in
“Educational Attainment” has been closed,
but women still lag behind men somewhat
in “Health and Survival”, and significantly in
“Economic Participation and Opportunity” and
“Political Empowerment”.
Although many reasons have been
suggested to explain women’s lower
participation in the labour force, lower wages,
and smaller numbers in higher positions, when
one considers that, as reported by the United
Nations in February 2018, women do 2.6
times more unpaid care and domestic work
than men do, we understand more clearly the
constraints women face.
According to the Organisation for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD), the
use of digital platforms provides women with

Therefore, there is tremendous work to be
done to achieve universal financial inclusion
digitally, and then, via access to the digital
economy, achieve gender parity with respect
to economic participation and wages.

T

he digital economy presents untold
opportunities for the Caribbean in
terms of achieving job creation,
growth, socio-economic development,
sustainability, and resilience. But these
opportunities also exist for everyone inhabiting
this planet, and unless we make a deliberate
choice to harness the potential of this sector,
we run the risk of being left behind. Already,
the Eastern Caribbean plans to create and test
a digital version of its currency; Montserrat
plans to create a digital financial ecosystem on
the island; the Cayman Islands and Jamaica are
shifting towards an E-Government platform
with the assistance of Estonia; and Barbados’
new Government has articulated a host of
reforms aimed at embracing the digital
economy. What are we doing in Trinidad and
Tobago?
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TEACHING CHILDREN TO CODE
By Breanne Mc Ivor, Administrative Coordinator, AMCHAM T&T

I
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n primary school, we learn to read
and write, not because we’ll all
become professional writers but
because these are the skills we need
to function in the workplace and,
indeed, the world. According to The
Washington Post, education should
prepare young people for life, work and
citizenship. Is this what our education
system is doing?
To answer this question, we must ask
what skills our young people will need to be
prepared for the future. Almost all experts
agree that this future is digital. The Fourth
Industrial Revolution, the digital revolution, is
upon us. Klaus Schwab, Founder and Executive
Chairman of the World Economic Forum
Geneva, claims that “When compared with
previous industrial revolutions, the Fourth is
evolving at an exponential rather than a linear
pace.” Our children are going to live in a world
radically different from our own—and this is
true even if we’re in our twenties. So how can
we prepare them?
We can start by adding coding, also known
as computer programming, to the curriculum.
According to the Victorian Curriculum for
Schools, coding, already part of the curriculum
in Australia, will create “confident and creative
developers of digital solutions through the
application of information systems”. We may
be tempted to assume that our children
don’t need this type of education. They’re
digital natives, raised in front of screens. But,
just because you can consume digital media
doesn’t mean you can create it. We pour hours
into YouTube and Facebook, but this doesn’t
mean we can create websites or apps.
Digital fluency is becoming increasingly
important in the workplace, whatever your
industry. Workers with sophisticated digital
skills are already in high demand and this
demand will only continue to grow. According
to the McKinsey Global Institute’s Executive
Briefing, Technology, Jobs, and the Future of
Work:
“About 60 percent of all occupations
have at least 30 percent of activities that are
technically automatable, based on currently
demonstrated technologies. This means that
most occupations will change, and more
people will have to work with technology.”
16

For example, Rolls Royce is investing heavily
in autonomous shipping and has set the goal of
launching remotely operated local vessels with
a reduced crew by 2020, and autonomous
unmanned ocean-going ships by 2035. Our
future may well involve land-based sailors
remotely piloting and monitoring ships. The
job of a sailor, previously a low-tech job, will
soon demand digital fluency.
However, the benefits of coding extend
far beyond digital know-how. Mitch Resnick,
Director of the Lifelong Kindergarten Group
at MIT Media Lab, worked with his team to
develop Scratch, a block-stacking coding tool
designed to make students digitally fluent. In
his TED talk, Resnick states that kids are not
just learning to code, they are coding to learn.
Catapult Learning summarises his speech; in
addition to coding, Scratch students learn:
1. Math concepts such as variables and
conditions
2. Logic such as sequencing and cause and
effect
3. Techniques for solving problems
4. Project design such as the importance of
breaking down big ideas for specific tasks
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5. Benefits of collaboration and techniques for
communicating ideas
6. Ability to accept criticism as well as identify
and correct errors
7. Perseverance in the face of difficulty
These are critical skills that will prepare
children for the future.
Should T&T wish to introduce coding
in schools, there are models all over the
world that we can emulate. In 2013, the
UK published a new computing curriculum
which includes coding lessons for children
as young as five. Estonia, a country with a
population of 1.3 million like T&T, has launched
a nationwide scheme to teach children from
the ages of seven to code. It is hoped that
this programme will increase the already high
level of digital literacy in Estonia, one of the
first countries in the world to have a fully
e-enabled government. Closer to home, St.
Kitts and Nevis plans to begin teaching coding
in primary schools.
Non-profits such as Code.org provide
educational resources that allow children to
do anything from a one-hour coding tutorial

The American Chamber of Commerce of Trinidad & Tobago’s (AMCHAM T&T) Digital
Transformation Committee has suggested that T&T identify a limited number of
niche capabilities, such as animation, data science, robotics, and mobile software, in
which the strategic application of digital literacy would allow us to create globally
competitive niches. The Government can also consult with domestic technology
companies to identify these niche capabilities, establish realistic targets for
the contribution to GDP, identify the required specific education and skills, and
quantify the number of individuals needed. The academic curriculum should then be
reviewed by the Ministry of Education at every educational level, beginning with
primary school.
to a full-length coding course. Code.org
is also responsible for the annual Hour of
Code campaign, which has engaged 10% of
students worldwide. There are even resources
for parents or schools who want to teach
coding but do not have regular computer
access. Organisations like CS Unplugged offer
a collection of free materials that teach coding
through games and puzzles that use cards,
string, crayons, and physical activity.

It also destroys the stereotype that coding
is the exclusive domain of geeks and nerds;
anyone can learn to code with tools like
Scratch. Moreover, making coding part of the
primary school curriculum gives all children
an opportunity to become digitally fluent.
Women are famously under-represented in
technological fields but Code.org reports that
introducing coding early improves diversity, as
45% of their students are girls.

These national and non-profit coding
curricula all have one similarity: they start kids
young. What do you think of when you think
of coding? Maybe you think of a nerd hunched
over his computer reading a Matrix-like list of
ones and zeroes. However, teaching coding
at a young age demystifies an academic area
that can seem intimidating to older students.

A digitally fluent population enhances a
country’s economic competitiveness and
attracts further technological investment. It
will certainly benefit T&T if we develop a critical
mass of citizens equipped to support software
development at a globally competitive level.
The future is digital. But so is the present.
According to the Pew Research Center, 84% of

American households contain at least one smart
phone while a third of households contain three
or more. 68% of households contain at least
one tablet. Additionally, approximately one
in five American households (18%) is classed
as “hyper-connected” because it contains ten
or more internet-connected devices. Venkat
Venkatraman writes in The Digital Matrix:
“Typing skills are being replaced by
voice commands… Soon, self-driving cars
will transport us and drones will make our
deliveries. Robots are moving from factories
into our homes, our offices, and our hospitals.”
Introducing coding into the curriculum in
all schools is an imperative that should be
implemented as soon as possible to ensure
that, as the fourth industrial revolution gathers
steam, our country and our youths are not left
behind.
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EVOLUTION OF SMART HEALTH CARE
Digital health care (mobile
health, wireless health,
connected health, etc.)
technologies are delivering
solutions to tackle the
increasing need for better
diagnostics and more
personalised therapeutic
tools.

Extract from: Deloitte 2018 Global health care
outlook: The evolution of smart health care

T

he landscape of health care in the
21st century has become
increasingly complex. Sector
stakeholders around the globe are
looking for innovative, costeffective ways to deliver patient-centred,
technology enabled “smart” health care,
both inside and outside hospital walls.
Data management and security Digital
health care (mobile health, wireless health,
connected health, etc.) technologies are
delivering solutions to tackle the increasing
need for better diagnostics and more
personalised therapeutic tools. This is also
creating challenges for governments, health
systems, and insurers, which must collect,
analyse, and store more and more data.
Three developments are helping health care
organisations mine insights from a myriad of
data sources.

COGNITIVE COMPUTING
Turning the vast volume of available
health care data—from medical devices,
smartphones, activity trackers, electronic
health records (EHRs), and more—into insights
that enable personalised medicine necessitates
new aggregation, storage, and modelling
approaches. Cognitive computing (machine
learning, neural networks, deep learning, etc.)
is a common technique for dealing with large
volumes of rapidly changing data. It allows
for a variety of statistical algorithms, can
18
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involve a large number of highly granular
models, and can quickly generate new models
for new data. Cognitive computing can be
used to predict (disease onset, for example),
detect patterns in data (a drug’s effects on
populations or individuals, for example), or to
classify populations (patient subpopulations,
for example). Machine learning can also be
used to combine data across disparate data
sources—say, to create a Patient 360 view.

CLOUD-BASED,
INTEROPERABLE ELECTRONIC
HEALTH RECORDS
Interoperable EHRs, coupled with artificial
intelligence (AI), could create process
efficiencies and improve the decision making
necessary to boost quality. Data could be
better integrated into daily care, and patients
could play a role in curating their own data.
The data could include genetic, social, and
behavioural patient information, as well as
financial, clinical, and administrative records.
It could be securely stored in the cloud and
accessed on an as-needed basis—perhaps on
a blockchain (a distributed, immutable record
ledger of digital transactions that is shared and
editable by various stakeholders).

INTERNET OF THINGS (IoT)
Development of the IoT in the health care
market (where it is also called the Internet of

DID YOU KNOW?
Digital health start-ups raised an all-time high of $11.5
billion in 2017, topping 2016’s record of $8 billion. Some of
the most recent lucrative funding for digital health include:
• Recursion Pharmaceutical – an AI based drug discovery
company raised US$20.5M in credit facility
• 10% Happier, a meditation app for sceptics, raised
US$3.7M
• Bridge Connector – a platform that delivers streamlined
integration solutions for healthcare organisations raised
US$4.5M
• Nference – a company synthesising biomedical knowledge
with AI raised US$11M

Medical Things, or IoMT) has been proving
particularly valuable in remote clinical
monitoring, chronic disease management,
preventive care, assisted living for the elderly,
and fitness monitoring. The application of IoTs
is lowering costs, improving efficiency, and
bringing the focus back to quality patient care.

THE CYBERSECURITY
CONUNDRUM
Health care is second only to the finance
industry in the number of cyberattacks
annually. An average of one health care breach
incident per day was reported in the United
States during the first half of 2017, with at least
half of the incidents perpetrated by hackers.
WannaCry, a recent, widespread ransomware
attack, infected computers in tens of
thousands of locations, including hospitals and
telecom companies. In May, a malware variant
called Wanna Decryptor hit Britain’s NHS and
infiltrated major international corporations
such as FedEx, Telefónica in Spain and Portugal,
and computers in Russia, Ukraine, and Taiwan.
These and other recent cyberattacks have
moved the issues of cybersecurity and data risk
management to the fore. Globally, the average
total cost of a health care data breach to an
organisation reached USD $3.62 million per
incident in 2017.

INVESTING IN EXPONENTIAL
TECHNOLOGIES TO REDUCE
COSTS, INCREASE ACCESS,
AND IMPROVE CARE
Exponential technologies are helping to
drive change by making care delivery less
expensive, more efficient, and more accessible
on a global basis.
Already, Japan is experimenting with care
robots to assist its elderly. In China, clinicians

are using AI to support imaging diagnosis in
lung, ophthalmic, and skin diseases. A U.S.
start-up is using AI to take all the data flowing
through a hospital to learn how to free up
doctors and nurses to see more patients and
improve outcomes: One of the firm’s clients
has been able to treat 3,000 more patients a
year with the same resources, an increase of
18 percent. As individual exponentials combine
with others, the convergences push technology
ahead even more quickly. Among areas where
exponentials are beginning to help reshape
health care are:
• Synthetic biology. Synthetic biology (an
interdisciplinary branch of biology and
engineering) and the ability to create DNA,
genomics, and proteomics are advancing
rapidly. Applications for life sciences
companies are phenomenal, particularly
when considering how these technologies
could be combined with cognitive
computing, AI, and others.
• 3D printing and nanotechnology. Once
scientists understand DNA sequencing at a
detailed level, it reaches a point where
they can print actual tissue. Through
nanotechnology, innovators could possibly
develop a customised white blood cell that
is specifically designed to hunt down and
attack cancer cells at a molecular level.
• Companion diagnostics. This is an
in-vitro diagnostic device or an imaging
tool that provides information that is
essential for the safe and effective use of a
corresponding therapeutic product. When
paired with targeted therapies, companion
diagnostics can help physicians to select an
optimal treatment the first time, avoiding
the costly and risky practice of trial-and
error prescribing.
• Biosensors and trackers. Biosensors
included in rapidly shrinking wearables
and medical devices allow consumers and

clinicians to monitor and track patients’
health, enabling earlier intervention in a
way that is much less intrusive to patients’
lives.

PLANNING TODAY FOR THE
HOSPITAL OF TOMORROW
With aging infrastructure in some developed
countries and the lack of robust infrastructure
in emerging markets, governments and private
health care providers (driven by consumers)
are rethinking how to optimise inpatient and
outpatient settings, and are planning how to
integrate digital technologies into traditional
hospital services to reduce costs, increase
access, and improve patient care in the future.
In the coming decade, increasing health care
demand should drive considerable hospital
planning and construction. For instance,
spending on new hospital infrastructure in India
is expected to reach USD $200 billion by 2024,
and China plans to add 89,000 new hospital
beds by 2020. Demographic and economic
trends, coupled with advancing technologies,
could have significant implications for how
hospitals of the future will be staffed, sized,
and designed. For example, more health care
services are taking place in outpatient settings
and in the home, although some types of
patients—for example, complex cases and the
very ill—likely will still require inpatient hospital
care.
In coming years, exponential technologies
have the potential to dramatically disrupt the
systems and processes that have historically
defined the industry.
For more information, contact:
Rikhi Rampersad, Managing Partner, Deloitte in Trinidad
rrampersad@deloitte.com
©2018 Deloitte & Touche Tohmatsu Limited
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IMPROVING YOUR
SOCIAL MEDIA
CURRENCY
By Danielle A. Jones-Hunte

Just get those Mpegs going! Video editing software is easy to
use, cheap (often free) and easy to upload from.

W

ake up and recognise that Eric
Qualman,
social
media
strategist and author, is right:

WORD OF MOUTH IS
NOW WORLD OF MOUTH.

Consumer behavior is digitally based. Brands
are built and destroyed online.
Consumption no longer relies on glossy
ads alone but on actual customer feedback,
reviews and yes, “likes” on social channels.
What people say about your brand matters
– especially when they say it online. In fact,
corporates and fast-moving consumer goods
companies alike are actively seeking ways to
harness the social currency of audiences.
The Caribbean is not immune to this.
Dependence on the digitally documented
opinions of others to make purchase/
investment decisions is as big regionally as it is
in the North American markets.
Just ask the 30 something year old mom
standing in the baby aisle of the grocery
googling powdered milk reviews on her phone.
As she reads each review, she’s mining social
media currency. Chances are that she will
share her experience with the product with her
digital network and that share can be money in
the bank for the brand.
Defined as the extent to which people share
brands or information about brands as part of
their everyday social lives, social currency was

20

more valuable than a bitcoin miner when the
currency hit its peak this year.
In fact, research shows that a consumer’s
willingness to share positive experiences with
your brand can have as much impact on
your brand’s success as a high cost TV ad.
Sometimes, that sharing can have more impact
– good or bad!
This is why 99% of the Fortune 500 is
digital. It’s also why a single social media post
about your product by a Kardashian-Jenner can
run you into six USD figures. Social currency is
THAT valuable.

S

o after you’ve taken the pivotal digital
transformation step of changing your
mindset to be willing to embrace new
ways of doing things, try some of
these suggestions for improving your
company’s social currency.

1. GET ENGAGED:
The #1 mistake I’ve seen Caribbean brands
make on social media is to use the channels as
a digital billboard: Sharing the same type of
information via social media that they would
in a press ad. Get social on your channels and
blogs. Ask questions. Respond to questions
and like posts! One of the most memorable
moments on the BP Trinidad and Tobago
Facebook page was when our then president
used his personal account to correct an
inaccurate statement made in a comment
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by a member of the public on the page. It
was an unplanned, game changing moment.
Suddenly, the audience knew that we paid
attention to posts. Similarly, in a more local
context, in the 2018 marketing plan for the
Socadrome, a new arena for Trinidad and
Tobago Carnival, my marketing team spent
hours responding to every question on the
page – within 4 hours of receipt. The result?
Packed stands and an informed audience for
the first time in 5 years. By acknowledging
comments and responding to queries in a
timely manner, you will earn respect and likely
increase the consumer value placed on your
social channels.

2. VIDEO:
Cisco has projected that video will make up
82% of all internet traffic in 2021. 72 hours
of video is uploaded to YouTube every 60
seconds. If these facts don’t make you realise
that a static media release is so 2001, then
maybe this will: research shows that people
retain more information from video than they
do written or spoken word. Not to mention
that any Whatsapp user knows that video is
shared and consumed much more rapidly
than text. Who didn’t see those flood videos
from Maraval Trinidad in 2017? Easy videos?
Vlogs, staff activities, previews of products and
services. Just get those Mpegs going. Video
editing software is easy to use, cheap (often
free) and easy to upload from.

One Instagram post from an international
celebrity about your product or company
can boost sales or tank share price.

3. INFLUENCER MARKETING:
It’s 2018. One Instagram post from an
international celebrity about your product or
company can boost sales or tank share price.
So much so that the US has new regulations
requiring social influencers to disclose paid
partnerships. In the Caribbean, we are slower to
this game. Consider changing your sponsorship
approaches to include a few social media posts
of influencers using your product. Sponsoring
a music event? Ask for promotors to share
pictures with your branding, thanking you
for sponsorship or of attendees consuming
your product. When the host consumed a
can of sparkling water during the Facebook
Live broadcast of #ThePinkTea breast cancer
awareness fundraiser and fashion event,

27,000 people watched live. Also consider
sending your product directly to influencers.
Locally, when a bottled water brand launched
a line of specialty water, they chose some of
T&T’s top fashion/ fitness social influencers
to share a few Instagram posts of them using
the product. Simultaneously, the company ran
in-store sale promotions. The result? The under
40 market bought the product even though
an online video that went viral attempted to
attack the product.

A

few words on negativity. Social media
gives every customer, investor and
employee a voice. Negativity will
happen. Using negativity as an excuse
for a weak social presence is an ostrich
strategy at a time when the sands are shifting

to bury nonsocial brands. So yes, influencers
may not like your product and some investors
won’t be thrilled by your every move – but this
presents opportunities to improve. The FANG
effect – Facebook, Amazon, Netflix, Google –of
empowered two-way consumption is here to
stay. Seeking to buck that trend by staying off
social media? Don’t expect your share price or
brand awareness to rise any time soon.
Danielle A. Jones-Hunte is a game changing storyteller
who has shaped brands and defended corporate
reputations on 3 continents. Sought after for her social
media savvy and strategic approach to communications,
Danielle is working with a team at BP to help inspire the
next generation of digitally connected leaders at BP.
Connect with her on LinkedIn or Twitter @danijones98.
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GENERAL DATA PROTECTION
REGULATION IN THE EU

Companies can no longer
passively collect data, but
they must explicitly ask
individuals to allow their
data to be collected or
stored and must state how
such data will be used by
the company.

T

he European General Data
Protection Regulation came into
effect on 25th May, 2018, and is an
attempt to have a comprehensive
law that deals with personal data
management by companies and
institutions and with issues of privacy. Any
personal data of European Union (EU)
residents will be seen as the individual’s
property, and the GDPR provides rights
regarding the access and usage of their
data by organisations. It is the biggest
overhaul of data protection in the EU in
twenty years.
The GDPR applies to any business or
organisation that stores or processes personal
data by automated or manual means and is
based in the EU, regardless of where the actual
data processing takes place.
If your company is established outside the
EU but offers goods or services to, or monitors
the behaviour of individuals within the EU, you
still need to abide by the rules.
Once you have determined that the GDPR
applies to your business and that there is a
processing of personal data, you must take
note of the key changes within the legislation
and determine what needs to be adjusted in
the way you handle personal data and privacy.
Companies can no longer passively collect
data, but they must explicitly ask individuals to
allow their data to be collected or stored and
must state how such data will be used by the
company.
22

KEY CHANGES
• Consent is an important component of
this regulation. It must be given freely and
requests for consent must be specific and
unambiguous. Parental consent is required
for children under 16, unless an EU member
state provides a lower age.
• Legitimate interest processing is to be
used when data subjects would reasonably
expect data to be used and this usage to
have a minimal privacy impact, or where
there is a compelling justification for the
processing. Legitimate interest must be
considered through a three-part test: a)
identify a legitimate interest; b) show that
the processing is necessary to achieve it;
and c) balance it against the individual’s
interests, rights and freedoms.
• Further processing not based on consent
is allowed to safeguard objectives such as:
national security; general public interests;
the protection of individuals’ rights and
freedoms; or the prevention, investigation,
detection, or prosecution of criminal
offenses.
• Any further processing not based on
consent should consider: the nature of the
personal data; the possible consequences
of the further processing; and the existence
of appropriate safeguards.
• Rather than being subject to data protection
authorities (entities within EU member
states tasked with enforcing GDPR) across
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every member state, data controllers are
regulated by a “lead authority” located in
the territory of their main establishment,
although local authorities may deal with
local cases.
• If a concerned supervisory authority objects
to a lead authority’s draft decision, the case
shall be referred to for a binding decision
by the European Data Protection Board
(EDPB). Any EDPB binding decision can be
appealed to the Court of Justice of the
European Union.
Accountability
• The GDPR sets out enhanced accountability
principles, including the requirement for
organisations to implement data protection
policies, to maintain a detailed record of
processing activities, to conduct privacy
impact assessments and to implement
data protection by “design” and “default”
Data Breach Notification.
• Controllers must notify the supervisory
authority of a personal data breach
“without undue delay and, where feasible,
not later than 72 hours”, unless the breach
is likely to result in a risk to the rights and
freedoms of individuals.
• Data protection impact assessments are
required when data processing “is likely
to result in a high risk to the rights and
freedoms of natural persons”.

International Data Transfers
• GDPR imposes restrictions on the transfer
of personal data outside the European
Union to third countries or international
organisations.

of personal data, or noncompliance with
an order by the supervisory authority may
be subject to administrative fines of up
to €20 million, or 4% of worldwide annual
turnover— whichever is higher.

• Cross-border data transfers can occur
when the Commission has decided that a
third country, a territory or one or more
specific sectors in the third country, or
an international organisation ensures an
“adequate level of protection”; here the
organisation receiving the personal data
has provided adequate safeguards (e.g.
the organisation has approved binding
corporate rules or standard contractual
clauses); or if it meets a “derogation”
outlined in GDPR (e.g. has informed
consent, necessary of public interest).

• When the personal data breach is likely
to result in a high risk to the rights and
freedoms of individuals, the controller shall
communicate the personal data breach to
the data subject “without undue delay”.

Administrative Fines

• The right to rectification: individuals can fix
inaccuracies within data held

• Infringements regarding obligations of
controller and processor may be subject
to administrative fines of up to €10 million,
or 2% of worldwide annual turnover —
whichever is higher.
• Infringements regarding the basic principles
for processing, data subject rights, transfers

Below outlines the specific rights of
individuals under this law:
• The right to be informed on how data is
processed
• The right to access: provide processing
confirmation and access to individual free
of charge

• The right to be forgotten: that is, request
the erasure of his or her personal data
• The right to restrict processing: limit the
processing of data in certain circumstances,
such as where there may be an inaccuracy
or an objection

• The right to data portability: provide data
to individual in a way that can be reused
across different own purposes
• The right to object: Individuals must be
able to freely decide when to withdraw
consent to processing
• The right to object to automated processing
can be reviewed manually by Data
Protection Officers and Data Protection
Impact Assessments
CONCERNS
While updates to the legislation are needed,
the best option is to ensure that legislation
changes can move at the pace of technological
advancement. With emerging technologies
such as block chain and AI, and anything
else that may arise, there will be a recurring
challenge that regulation may have the
undesirable effect of stemming growth and
innovation within economies.
The above was summarised from:
U.S Chamber of Commerce GDPR Regulation
Check out the entire document at: https://www.aaccla.
org/wp-content/uploads/2018/05/GDPR-Background.
pdf
European Commission: The GDPR: New opportunities,
new obligations
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LEGISLATION TO WATCH
By: Aurelia Bruce, Research Officer AMCHAM T&T

THE MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS
(MUTUAL ASSISTANCE IN CRIMINAL
MATTERS, PROCEEDS OF CRIME, FINANCIAL
INTELLIGENCE UNIT OF TRINIDAD AND
TOBAGO, CUSTOMS AND EXCHANGE
CONTROL) BILL, 2017

AMCHAM T&T reached out to all its members
to provide comments on the The Trinidad and
Tobago Revenue Authority Bill, 2018.
Please provide those comments to
aureliabruce@amchamtt.com

The Bill, as its title suggests, seeks to amend or repeal a number
of pieces of legislation and enact new legislation. The Act will amend:
-

The Mutual Assistance in Criminal Matters Act, Chap. 11:24;

-

Proceeds of Crime Act, Chap. 11:27;

-

Financial Intelligence Unit of Trinidad and Tobago Act, Chap. 72:01;

-

Customs Act, Chap. 78:01;

-

Exchange Control Act, Chap. 79:50; and

-

The Exchange Control (Import and Export) Order, 1993.

The Bill, which was initially introduced in the House of Representatives
on 13th January 2017 by the Attorney General, was passed on 12th
January 2018 in the lower house, and subsequently passed on 13th
March 2018 in the upper house. After amendments, the Bill was
assented to on 15th May.
Although it seeks to amend a number of pieces of existing
legislation, there is one purpose which ties these amendments together
in a single bill. Thus, provisions must be debated together so as to form
a cohesive policy decision.
The legislation relates to mutual assistance in criminal matters within
Commonwealth States (including T&T) and between Trinidad and
Tobago and other (non-Commonwealth) countries. Through mutual
assistance, countries obtain government-to-government assistance in
criminal investigations and prosecutions and also in the identification
and recovery of proceeds of crime. The Attorney General, as the central
authority, may delegate his functions under the Act to any public or
legal officer employed in the Ministry of the Attorney General and Legal
Affairs and these functions have been delegated accordingly to a Central
Authority Unit. The Unit coordinates all requests (to and by Trinidad and
Tobago) for extradition and mutual assistance and helps foreign and
domestic authorities obtain persons sought for prosecution-- to serve a
sentence or to obtain evidence for use in criminal cases. Only requests
relating to criminal cases are coordinated by this unit. The unit has the
responsibility for sharing confiscated, forfeited or seized assets with
other countries as well as negotiating legal assistance agreements with
these countries.

THE INSURANCE BILL, 2016
This Bill is intended to repeal and replace the Insurance Act, Chap.
84:01 to provide a new regulatory framework for the insurance industry
and to continue to provide for the regulation of privately administered
pension fund plans. It requires a special majority in order to be passed.
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The Bill was introduced on 1st July 2016 by the Minister of Finance and
was brought forward from the Second Session of the 11th Parliament.
After consultation through a Joint Select Committee, the Bill was passed in
the House of Representatives on 26th February 2018 and in the Senate on
18th May, 2018 with a vote of 27 for; 0 against and 0 abstentions.

THE PROPERTY TAX (AMENDMENT) BILL, 2018
The abovementioned Bill will amend the Property Tax Act, Chap. 76:04
and is being considered along with the Valuation of Land Bill (discussed
below). Introduced on 2nd February 2018 in the lower house by the
Minister of Finance, the Bill was passed on 2nd March 2018 after the
Committee Stage. In the Senate, amendments were made during the
Committee Stage and the Bill was passed on 11th May 2018.
The Property Tax Act, 2009 and the Valuation of Land (Amendment)
Act, 2009 were assented to by the President on 31st December 2009 with
the intention of operationalising the Acts on 1st January 2010. However,
a waiver of the property tax was provided for the period 1st January 2010
to 31st December 2015.
The 2018 Bills, as a further step to re-implementation, seek to make
revisions to the 2009 Acts. In this way, the 2018 Bill provides:
-

Clarification on the parameters of townhouses, condominiums and
multi-owner commercial accommodations. Each accommodation will
be deemed to be land and can be valued and assessed separately for
the purpose of property tax.

-

The owner of the land is liable to pay property tax.

-

There will be some exemptions from paying the tax.

-

The rate to be paid on lands that have been omitted from the
assessment roll.

-

How the issues of overpayment, underpayment and non-payment of
the tax will be treated with.

-

That the property tax will become due and payable on or before 30th
September every year.

Finally, the moratorium on the property tax is proposed to be extended
to 30th September 2018.

Photo: Alice Besson

THE VALUATION OF LAND
(AMENDMENT) BILL, 2018
The aforementioned Bill will amend
the Valuation of Land Act, Chap. 58:03
and was introduced with the Property Tax
(Amendment) Bill on 2nd February 2018 as
indicated above. The Bill was passed in the
House of Representatives on 2nd March 2018.
Amendments to the Bill, laid on 26th April
2018, were made at Committee Stage of the
Senate and on its 3rd reading, the Senate
voted 24 for; 6 against and 0 abstentions. The
Bill was sent to the House of Representative
with amendments on 28th May 2018.
This Bill seeks to:
-

Amend some of the definitions contained
in the Act.

-

Increase the penalty for failure of the owner
to file a return, from five hundred dollars to
five thousand dollars.

-

Add six (6) additional grounds upon which
the land owner or local authorities can
object to a valuation.

-

Establish a Valuation Tribunal to hear
appeals from decisions of the Commissioner
of Valuations.

THE ANTI-GANG BILL, 2018
Since we last updated on this matter, the
Anti-Gang Bill was assented to on 15th May
2018 and proclaimed on 28th May 2018. The
Act makes provisions for the maintenance
of public safety and order by discouraging
membership in criminal gangs or participation
in gang activities.

THE WHISTLEBLOWER
PROTECTION BILL, 2018
When the Bill was first laid in Parliament
at the end of 2015, it was referred to a
Joint Select Committee and AMCHAM T&T
submitted comments after consultation with
its members. The Bill had since lapsed, but was
re-introduced in the House of Representatives
on 9th April 2018. The Bill seeks to facilitate
disclosures of improper conduct in the public
or private sector, to protect persons making
those disclosures from detrimental action
and regulate the receiving, investigation and
addressing of those disclosures. Overall, the Bill
aims to combat corruption and wrongdoing in
the public and private sector.

DRAFT COMPANIES
(AMENDMENT) BILL
A draft of the Companies (Amendment)
Bill has been in circulation and is duly being
considered by the Legislative Committee and
other members of AMCHAM T&T. Up to the
time of completion of this article, the Bill
had not been laid in Parliament. The draft Bill

seeks, among other things, to amend Section
4 of the Act to provide a new definition of
“beneficial owner”, which according to the
Bill is in keeping with the Financial Action Task
Force (FATF) and Global Forum requirements.

THE TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO
REVENUE AUTHORITY BILL,
2018
The Revenue Authority Bill was introduced
in the House of Representatives by the Minister
of Finance on 25th May 2018 and was referred
to the Committee on the same date. The
Joint Select Committee to consider the Bill
was appointed on 28th May 2018 and held
its first meeting on 6th June 2018. AMCHAM
T&T reached out to all its members to provide
comments on the Bill. Please provide those
comments to aureliabruce@amchamtt.com

MUTUAL ADMINISTRATIVE
ASSISTANCE IN TAX MATTERS
BILL, 2018
The Bill aims to implement the Multilateral
Convention on Mutual Administrative
Assistance in Tax Matters and implement the
agreements between Trinidad and Tobago and
other States to exchange information for the
purpose of tax and related matters.

TAX INFORMATION
EXCHANGE AGREEMENTS
BILL, 2018
The Bill provides for implementation of
agreements between Trinidad and Tobago and
other states to exchange information for tax
and related purposes. It was laid in the House
of Representatives on 28th May 2018.

In addition to the Revenue Authority Bill,
the following Bills were laid and referred to
Committee on 25th May 2018:

The three Bills are being considered by
a single Joint Select Committee. The first
meeting was held on 6th June 2018 and
another meeting is carded for 20th June 2018.

INCOME TAX (AMENDMENT)
BILL, 2018

In addition to the above, the Income Tax
(Amendment) Bill was also laid and referred to
Committee on the same day.

The aim of this Bill is to meet
international requirements following the
2015 Mutual Evaluation Report under the
40 Recommendations of the F.A.T.F and
T&T’s obligations under the Tax Information
Exchange Agreement with the USA and the
Global Forum. The Bill seeks to permit the BIR
to share personal information on individuals
with certain Government agencies.

For information on these or any other pieces of
legislation, contact us at the Secretariat.
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A 2017 SURVEY IN THE
UNITED STATES SHOWED
THAT THE TOP RANKED
COMPANIES FOR GENDER
DIVERSITY WERE:

While there needs to be more research into the
experiences of women in this sector in Trinidad and
Tobago, below are some insights from three women
who operate in different spheres within the global
technology sector.

PANDORA (48%),
GROUPON (47%),
INDIEGOGO (45%),
PINTEREST (44%) AND
EBAY (43%).

Bernadette Lewis
Secretary General, Caribbean
Telecommunications Union and
Chair, Commission on Caribbean
Communications Resilience
I didn’t always know I wanted to work in
technology. As a child, I was always making
gadgets, and at school I enjoyed science and
was particularly interested in physics, but I
never thought of a career in technology. My
father, however, very wisely insisted that I
attend university and study science.
At secondary school, there were two or
three girls in the physics class. This trend
continued at university where there were
few women, and early in my career at the
Telephone Company (TELCO), I was the first
female in the engineering department. Today,
more women are entering the technology field
but they are still under-represented.
It is a little-known fact that the early
computer pioneers and programmers were
women. When the men who ran organisations
understood the great potential of computers,
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they started systematically side-lining the
women – having them train the men and then
promoting the men with better remuneration
packages. With engineering, the field was
portrayed as requiring a certain degree of
“brawn” and therefore women were initially
discouraged from it.
The fact is: technology is about brain-power,
not brawn. The female graduates at UWI
outnumber men in every faculty (including
medical sciences) almost two to one, except
in engineering. It is clear that women have the
intellectual capacity to work in the technology
field. I do think that within the next ten years
change will come as women assert themselves
and girls are encouraged to enter the field.
If considering a career in the tech industry,
you should know your craft well and strive for
excellence in everything. Always respond to
challenges and obstacles with honesty and
integrity. The next generation should not be
thinking “Who will employ me?” but rather
“How will I employ myself and then others?”
They must have a vision and should view
failure not as a reason to give up but as an
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opportunity to learn. We, in turn, must create
an environment that supports entrepreneurial
endeavour.

Golda Lushington
ICT Professional
Caribbean Industrial Research
Institute (CARIRI)
I have always had a passion for computer
science and I firmly believe that technology
would soon take over the world. We now live
in a technologically driven age and, as a result,
there is a high demand for skilled ICT workers.
Statistics show that men outnumber women
in both the global and local ICT industry. I think
there may be an inherent bias in the industry,
because traditionally, technology professions
were considered to be male oriented, and
society still embraces this paradigm to a certain
extent. This disparity has been recognised by
the United Nations and is reflected in goal
number five of its Sustainable Development
Goals, which speaks to the achievement of
gender equality and empowerment of all
women and girls.

Illustration by Dominic Besson, using Vladimir Sazonov/Shutterstock and Qvectors/Vexels

WOMEN IN TECHNOLOGY
BREAKING THE GLASS CEILING

Notwithstanding the progress made in this
sphere within the framework of the Millennium
Development Goals, the United Nations and
other organisations have embarked on various
initiatives to close this gender gap.
For example, the GEM-TECH Awards for
Gender Equality Mainstreaming in Technology
was jointly organised by the ITU (International
Telecommunication Union) and UN Women to
celebrate the outstanding work to promote
the empowerment of women and girls through
information and communication technology
(ICT), and to bridge the gender tech gap.
Therefore, with an increase of similar initiatives,
I believe that there is hope for the growth of
females in the technology industry over the
next ten years.
With regard to a gender pay gap, I think
tech employers need to take action by
firstly being honest about it, and secondly,
by implementing strategies to address the
issue. Employers should be transparent about
salaries, and include diversity in their core
values. It is imperative that these strategies
be continuously reviewed and addressed to
ensure that a level playing field is maintained.

With this being said, I believe if you have
a passion for technology, then follow your
passion, do what excites you, work hard and
smart, be confident and courageous: “Be
a professional woman that the ICT industry
needs rather than a professional woman that
needs a job in the ICT industry.”

Shelly Clifford Brophy
Google
(excerpts of her presentation at AMCHAM T&T’s
Women’s Leadership Conference)

#1 – Even if you are not sure what you
want to do, knowing what you DON’T
want to do is a good start to charting
your career
I never thought about a job in technology.
After I graduated from Yale University, I studied
law at Columbia Law School, and became a
lawyer. I worked at a firm in New York and
my work days began at 9:00 a.m. and ended
at 2:00 a.m. I quickly realised that this was
not the life for me. I then returned to Yale to
complete my M.B.A., after which I stayed on to
become Deputy Director of Admissions.

#2 – Never say no to a real opportunity
After a series of events, which included
moving to Texas, I found myself unemployed
after I quit my job at the University of Texas
& Austin. On a whim, I applied for a job I saw
online at Google. Much to my surprise, they
responded; however, they indicated that the
job had already been filled but they still wanted
me to come to California for an interview. After
five one-hour interviews, I was hired! So if you
see an opportunity, take it: you never know
where it can take you!
#3 Who is on your Board of Directors?
For women, I believe in the value of
networking, but you have to network before
you need something. You also need to have
a group of people that you can go to when
you need sound advice. This group of people
should be different from each other and
should be the ones who push you to try and
do greater things. They should also be saying
great things about you when you are not in
the room.
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In the photograph:
L-R: Francisca Hector, AMCHAM T&T; Cilicia Albert, Digicel; Kemby Ross Jones, Arthur Lok Jack; Stefanee Frank, IDB; Lallita
Bethelmy, Digicel; Delicia Hernandez, Caribbean Analytical Services Limited; Dorri Agostini, IDB; and Carina Cockburn, IDB

WOMEN’S LEADERSHIP
MENTORSHIP PROGRAMME
By: AMCHAM T&T Staff Writer

T

he room was illuminated by the
smiles and positive expressions as
the mentees in the AMCHAM T&T/
IDB
Women’s
Leadership
Mentorship programme relayed
their experiences with their mentors over
the past six months.

The application process for the next cycle
of the Women’s Leadership Mentorship
Programme will begin in August 2018.

The pilot project, undertaken by the
American Chamber of Commerce of Trinidad &
Tobago (AMCHAM T&T) and the Inter-American
Development Bank (IDB), was launched in April
2017, and was open to female employees of
AMCHAM T&T member companies in the areas
of Economics, Science and Technology, and
Information and Computer Technology.

A mentor is someone
who allows you to see
the hope inside yourself.

After the application and matching process,
six women were chosen to take part in the
programme, which ran for six months and saw
the mentees paired with professionals from the
IDB’s international professional network.
During this time they corresponded with
their mentors and also had the opportunity to
attend the Women’s Leadership Conference,
where they met and got to speak with
conference speaker Therese Turner Jones,
Regional Head, Inter-American Development
Bank, as well as Medina Bolívar, IDB Head
Trinidad & Tobago.
Nirad Tewarie, CEO AMCHAM T&T, expressed
his delight that the project was well received
and that it positively impacted the lives of
both the mentees and mentors. “Now that
we know this structure of the programme
works, we look forward to working with the
IDB in expanding the project by increasing the
number of mentees in the 2018-2019 round.”
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Here is some feedback from the mentees of
the programme:

— Oprah Winfrey
Delicia Hernandez:
“At the end of every year I reflect on where
I am and where I want to be. During this time
of deep reflection I realised that in order to get
to the next level in my career, I need to enlist
the help of a mentor. Someone who is further
along the path I am on to share their learnings
and provide guidance.
The greatest piece of advice my mentor has
given to date is to simply step out, even if I do
not know what the outcome will be. I will lose
nothing if I challenge myself; all I will gain is
immense growth and development.
Connecting with my mentor has not
changed my goals, but has redefined the
means by which I intend to achieve them. I
realised that I need to be a bit more deliberate
with the rungs on which I wish to place my
feet. I need to polish up my brand and personal
image. Be intentional in everything I do.”
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Kemby Ross Jones:
"When I applied for this programme, I was
seeking further leadership and guidance as a
woman in the field of Information Technology,
as there were not many options available.
My mentor and I have been able to host
several Skype meetings and her advice has
always been invaluable. Not only does she
share some of her personal experiences,
but asks the right questions in order to give
excellent feedback. Her advice has since
urged me to pursue my dream of giving
back to the younger kids in the field of
Technology, Engineering and Mathematics,
and I now provide free consultancy services
to a STEM-based organisation. I have also
been able to position myself to commence
an entrepreneurial opportunity by July 2018. I
wish to sincerely thank AMCHAM T&T and the
IDB for allowing me to partake in this special
programme. I hope that one day, many
women like myself in this field will also be
able to benefit from such a great and exciting
programme."
Cilicia Albert:
“As a young professional I am eager to
learn and develop my skills in the Information
Technology Industry. As a woman,
accomplishing such is no easy task. This
programme is an excellent chance to assist
with nurturing my talents along with honing
my development as a young woman. I have
been encouraged that if I want to be better
I cannot sit down and wait for it to happen.
I need to want it and ACT on it! I also want

to express my sincere appreciation for the
carefully selected speakers and discussions at
the Women in Leadership Conference 2018.
This was something I honestly considered a
foreign concept to our little nation. It was a
pleasant surprise to be surrounded by likeminded individuals willing to work towards not
just being better women, but better people.
It was my privilege not only to attend but to
learn from women whose valued experience
in life and in work could help me with my
own. This event was truly a boost towards
achieving my goals in 2018 and beyond.”
Earla Puckerin:
“I applied to the programme with some
trepidation about being accepted, but decided
to ‘go for it’ and I have not regretted my
decision. My initial meeting with my mentor

spurred me to take a holistic look at my work/
life balance. She has inspired me to change
my perspective and actively seek professional
and personal growth opportunities that will
enable a healthier work/life balance.”
Lallita Bethelmy:
“When I saw the opportunity to apply for
this Mentorship Programme, it struck me that
this could be the little push that I needed.
I told myself getting chosen for this meant
having someone to offer guidance and share
the same or similar career path as myself. I
wanted to be motivated by listening to their
successes and words of encouragement. To
give that sense of direction with my goals
and career path. I saw having a mentor as
someone who can coach me on concrete
issues and development skills.

My mentor was the perfect match
for me and we had lots to discuss due
to our backgrounds and career paths. She
has encouraged me to make myself more
marketable and get qualifications in various
areas due to my work experience and she has
also guided me in areas that I can work on in
terms of balancing family life, a career and
studying.
From this mentorship programme I have
become open minded about improving my
career path and areas of professional growth.
I am actually thinking of other venues to
enhance my education. My perception of a
career woman has now changed and I am
looking at aspects and areas that I would
have taken for granted before. I have now
found a keen interest in joining different
professional and career enhancement groups/
programmes to assist me on my journey.”

NEW MEMBERS
UNILEVER
CARIBBEAN
LIMITED

Address: Eastern Main Road,
Champs Fleurs
Managing Director Mr. John De Silva
Core Business: Manufacturing
& Distribution (Food/Home/
Personal Care Products)
Tel: 868-663-1787
Fax: 868-663-9211
Website: www.unilever.tt

Company Description: Unilever Caribbean Limited is a member
of the vibrant and dynamic multi-national Unilever PCL which
manufactures, markets and distributes fast moving consumer goods.
The current location of the Unilever factory at Champs Fleurs was
built in 1960 and currently houses two plants – a Home Care facility
which manufactures Breeze and Radiante laundry detergents, Quix
Dishwashing Liquid, Cif Scourer and Comfort Fabric Softener, as well as
a Foods plant which manufactures popular margarine lines such as Blue
Band, Flora, I Can’t Believe It’s Not Butter, Becel, Cookeen and Golden
Ray. The local operation also imports finished goods from Unilever sites
throughout the globe to market in Trinidad and Tobago as well as in its
17 export territories throughout the Caribbean. Some of these products
include well known Foods brands such as Lipton, Hellman’s, Ragu and
Wishbone, and Personal Care brands such as Axe, Dove, Rexona, Suave,
Pond’s and Lux.
Today, Unilever Caribbean Limited (UCL) operates as part of the Greater
Caribbean cluster comprising offices in Trinidad, Puerto Rico and the
Dominican Republic, reporting into the United States. The Trinidad
operation currently has a staff headcount of 400 employees.

CARIBBEAN
WELDING
SUPPLIES
LIMITED

Address: 5-9 Prince Charles
Street, Cross Crossing,
San Fernando
CEO - Mr. Nigel Bennett
Core Business: Welding
equipment/consumables,
agricultural and construction
equipment
Tel: 657-9323

Company Description: Established in 1994, CWSL sells, rents and
services rugged, reliable machines manufactured by a wide range of
leading global manufacturers. Three years ago the company became
STOW certified and is currently pursuing ISO 9001 certification.
CWSL established a subsidiary company, CWSS, in Suriname in 2014,
effectively extending its reach to the South American continent.

SUGAPAY
TRINIDAD
AND
TOBAGO
LIMITED

Address: 1st Floor, Trinidad
and Tobago Chamber of
Industry & Commerce Building,
Westmoorings
Director - Corporate
Administration:
Mrs. Penelope Persaud
Tel: (868) 637-3034/ 633-9484

Company Description: SugaPay is the newest electronic financial
transaction (EFT) solution designed to address the demands for
transacting and capturing payments from emerging markets in a
secure and cost-efficient manner.
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ABOUT A ACCL A
The American Chambers of Commerce (AmChams) have been the most influential voice of U.S.
business in Latin America and the Caribbean. Today, the 24 AmChams in the Association of
American Chambers of Commerce in Latin America and the Caribbean (AACCLA), represent more
than 20,000 companies and more than 80% of U.S. investment in the region.
Under the aegis of the U.S. Chamber—the world’s largest business federation representing the
interests of more than 3 million businesses—AACCLA has become the premier advocate for U.S.
business in the Americas.

POLICY AGE NDA

Trade

Trade Facilitation

Promote full
implementation and
strong enforcement of
existing trade agreements,
as well as additional
trade initiatives that are
comprehensive, ambitious
and commercially
significant.

Promote the adoption
of trade facilitation and
customs modernization
measures throughout the
Western Hemisphere that
enhance regional and
national competitiveness
and security.

Rule of Law

Cross-Border Data Flows

Partner with the U.S.based Coalition for the
Rule of Law in Global
Markets to promote the
rule of law.

Promote a healthy regulatory system that enables the
free movement of data across national borders and
rejects forced localization requirements and one-sizefits-all digital regulation while supporting the privacy of
citizens and the national security of countries.

Intellectual Property
(IP) and Innovation:

Contributions of
U.S. Business

Foster innovation, harness
creativity, champion
intellectual property
protection, combat
counterfeiting and piracy,
and eliminate the grey
market.

Highlight the many areas
in which the private
sector provides economic
and social development
throughout the Americas.

Health Care
Drive meaningful policy
changes that ensure better
access to quality health
care in the hemisphere and
incentivize innovation in the
health care space.

| 202-463-5405 | AACCLA.org
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BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE
Connectivity with the Americas
AACCLA provides a unique platform and
access to private and public sector leaders
in the region through numerous conferences
and roundtables, hosting heads of state,
ministers, and senior executives from across
the hemisphere. Our annual conferences and
meetings include our Outlook on the Americas
Forum, the Business Future of the Americas
Mid-Year and our Forecast on Latin America
and the Caribbean Conference.

“Doing Business” Report
Through cooperation and information sharing between
our network of 24 American Chambers of Commerce
throughout Latin America and the Caribbean, AACCLA
publishes a quarterly “Doing Business” report with
data, facts, figures, and information on the latest
developments in the region gathered by our on-theground teams.

ME MBE RSHIP ACCESS

Policy Advocacy
We regularly engage with
the U.S. government on
issues of importance to
member companies and
also work closely with
officials from the Western
Hemisphere on regulatory
matters that impact
particular industries or
the broader business
community.

Convening and
Connecting
We host off-the-record
roundtable meetings
with ambassadors, U.S.
government officials,
and visiting regional
ministers and heads of
state. These settings
provide companies with
opportunities to speak
directly with government
officials who can impact
their businesses.

Business Insights
Because of our policy
work, the breadth of our
membership, and our
network across Latin
America and the Caribbean,
we have key insights into
what is shaping the business
landscape across the
continent. Members looking
to expand their operations
into the Western Hemisphere
or considering expansion of
existing operations find this
information invaluable.

Association of American Chambers of Commerce
in Latin America and the Caribbean
1615 H Street, NW | Washington DC 20062 | AACCLA.org
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AmCham T&T Events

photo: Roger Seepersad

RETURN OF
A CLASSIC

Photo: National Junior Golfer Dravid Bhim, second right received a $5,000 cheque from
AMCHAM T&T CEO Nirad Tewarie, fourth from left at the launch of the AMCHAM T&T
Charity Golf Classic. Also in the photo: Jason George, Director AMCHAM T&T; Russel
Latapy; and Clyde Abder, Golf Association President. On the right is Vishnu Balroop,
Chair CEI Committee
The American Chamber of Commerce
of Trinidad & Tobago (AMCHAM T&T)
launched the AMCHAM T&T Charity Golf
Classic at the Millennium Golf Club on
Friday, 22nd June, 2018. This sees the
return of one of the most anticipated
events of the golf calendar.
At the launch AMCHAM T&T CEO Nirad
Tewarie revealed that part proceeds of
the tournament would be used to fund
the organisation’s Youth Development
Programme. “In order for Trinidad and
Tobago to prosper, we all must do our
part to contribute to both the economic
and social aspects of society. As such
we have partnered with the Russell
Latapy High School to develop the Youth
Development Programme where we will
be working with the school to provide
support and mentorship to increase
student graduation levels,” he said.
Russell Latapy was on hand to lend his
support to the initiative.
In keeping with the theme of
youth development, AMCHAM T&T
also presented National Junior golfer
Dravid Bhim with a cheque of $5000
to assist with his participation in the
upcoming Caribbean Amateur Junior
32

Championships to be held this year in
Jamaica from 2nd to 6th July, 2018.
Patricia Ghany, President AMCHAM
T&T, was elated to see the tournament
return. “In keeping with the nostalgic
feel that began with our 25th anniversary
celebrations last year, we are revisiting
some of our beloved events from over
the years,” she said. “We chose this golf
tournament because it gives us a chance
to create an environment to foster
networking as well as to make a positive
contribution to youth development.”

Brian Lara at the 2012 Golf Tournament

AMCHAM T&T’s Charity Golf Classic
was the first corporate golf competition.
It became a favourite among golf
enthusiasts for its innovative Linkage
format as well as for its fantastic prizes.
Confirmed prizes thus far are: a Madza
3 courtesy Southern Sales and Service
Company Limited, United Airlines tickets
and much more.
Sponsors for the event include: Hole in
One Sponsors - Southern Sales & Service
Company Limited, Platinum Sponsors:
Web Source. Additional Sponsors: United
Airlines, Esau Oilfield Supplies Limited
and Balroops.
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CASL Golf team featuring Russell Latapy
at 2010 Golf Tournament

TRINVALCO TEAM GOLF at 2009 Golf Tournament

TSL Team 2009 Golf Tournament

Winners of the 2009 Golf Tournament

DirectTV team 2009 Golf Tournament

Winner of the 2010 Golf Tournament
More details are available on their website: www.amchamtt.com or call Francisca Hector at 622-4466 ext. 228
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CREATING ADAPTIVE AND RESILIENT
ORGANISATIONS FOR LONG-TERM SUCCESS
By Gord Beal, CPA, CA, M.Ed.

Photo: PeopleImages/istockphotos

Vice-president, Research, Guidance and Support at CPA Canada

The discipline, integrity, and critical thinking that define
the profession are the very traits necessary to lead
transformational change initiatives that will result in
resilient, adaptive, innovative, and sustainable enterprises.

T

ightening trade borders, the end
of high oil prices, slow economic
growth, climate change, the
Internet of Things, big data, cyber
threats, an aging population and
global geopolitical unrest. Welcome to
the 21st century, where the only constant
is change.

SHAPING THE FUTURE
Chartered Professional Accountants of
Canada (CPA Canada) undertook a thoughtful,
forward-looking and fulsome examination of
emerging global trends. We initiated a series
of conversations with senior leadership of
the profession as well as with representatives
from business, government and academia to
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gain their insights and perspectives on the
challenges and opportunities for CPAs and for
the organisations that they support. We also
conducted a literature review of world-leading
organisations exploring global trends such as
the World Economic Forum. Our Drivers of
Change: Navigating the Future report is the
result of a multi-year process of outreach that
looks at key challenges and opportunities for
the Canadian and global business community.

The CPA of the future will need:

What became apparent is the critical role
CPAs can play in helping to create adaptive and
resilient organisations.

CORE SKILLS AND
COMPETENCIES
We have witnessed significant growth of the
demands and expectations of finance leaders.
What, then, might the CPA of the
future look like?
CPAs are in a unique position to adapt
and support organisations globally in this
rapidly changing world. The discipline,
integrity and critical thinking that define the
profession are the very traits necessary to
lead transformational change initiatives that
will result in resilient, adaptive, innovative and
sustainable enterprises.

•

Adaptability, a curious mind
and increased focus on business
resilience and sustainability

•

Professional skepticism, ethics and
judgment

•

Processes for measuring and
reporting on a more holistic and
integrated view of performance

•

Knowledge of IT, cyber security and
new technology trends

•

Interpretation and analysis of larger
volumes of information

PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT:
GROWTH AREA FOR CPAs
Although it has always been an important
element of any organisation, performance
management (PM) is an important growth area
for CPAs. Today’s finance professionals must
go beyond stewardship to act as catalysts of
change and as strategists, harnessing resources
across the organisation to accomplish its
strategic and financial objectives and measure
outcomes as a strategic business unit.

Organisations that prioritise PM and that
create and fine-tune appropriate feedback
mechanisms to monitor performance and
respond effectively are better equipped to
achieve their goals and have more sustainable
long-term financial success. CPA Canada’s
Certificate in Driving Organizational Profit
and Performance (www.cpacanada.ca/
DrivingProfit) and Executing Performance
Through Strategy Mapping course are a good
start for those who want to develop a stronger
knowledge base in performance management.
Visit CPA Canada’s website for a wealth of
resources and courses to refine PM skills.
About CPA Canada
Chartered Professional Accountants of Canada (CPA
Canada) is one of the largest national accounting
organisations in the world, representing more than
210,000 members. Domestically, CPA Canada works
cooperatively with the regional CPA bodies who are
charged with regulating the profession. Globally, it
works together with the International Federation of
Accountants and the Global Accounting Alliance to
build a stronger accounting profession worldwide. CPA
Canada, created through the unification of three legacy
accounting designations, is a respected voice in the
business, government, education and non-profit sectors
and champions sustainable economic growth and social
development. CPAcanadacaribbean.ca

9:00
1

A designation that takes you further.
Available locally, recognised globally.

cpacaribbean.ca
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DIGITAL
DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION
TRANSFORMATION COMMITTEE
COMMITTEE
By AMCHAM T&T Staff Writer
WHAT IS DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION?
According to the International Data Corporation (IDC), global spending
on digital transformation technologies (hardware, software, and services)
is expected to reach nearly $1.3 trillion in 2018, an increase of 16.8%
over the $1.1 trillion spent in 2017. But what is digital transformation?
The Enterprisers Project, a community of chief information officers (CIOs)
committed to the future of technology and business, states:

“We define digital transformation as the
integration of digital technology into all areas
of a business, resulting in fundamental changes
to how businesses operate and how they
deliver value to customers. Beyond that, it's
a cultural change that requires organisations
to continually challenge the status quo,
experiment often, and get comfortable with
failure.”
ABOUT THE COMMITTEE
Recognising the importance and impact of the digital revolution,
AMCHAM T&T formed the Digital Transformation Committee in January
2018. The Committee is composed of twenty members from diverse
AMCHAM T&T member companies with one common goal—driving
digital transformation in T&T.
The Committee’s Terms of Reference are:
•

To research and track digital transformation in Trinidad and Tobago
and make recommendations for AMCHAM T&T’s public positioning
on issues.

•

To coordinate and monitor AMCHAM T&T’s representation on
external committees that work with digital transformation.

•

To solicit input from AMCHAM T&T member companies on how
digital transformation is affecting them and what can be done.

•

To advocate for adoption of digital transformation in government
processes.
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The Committee has already engaged key stakeholders such as
the Ministry of Public Administration – the Ministry responsible for
Information Communications Technology (ICT) – and the Inter-American
Development Bank (IDB) to determine how we can collaborate to drive
technological progress. The Committee’s Research Working Group
has also contributed recommendations to AMCHAM T&T’s 2018/2019
budget submission. These budget recommendations focused on
three main areas: skills development and education, legislation, and
government efficiency.

THOUGHT FROM THE COMMITTEE CHAIR
Chairing the Committee is Fenwick Reid, Massy Group Senior Vice
President and Executive Chairman of Information, Technology &
Communication Business Unit. Zia Paton, Partner at PWC, and Devindra
Ramnarine, Executive Director & Caribbean Lead, Government and
Public Sector at Ernst & Young, are the Vice Chairs.
When asked why he decided to join the Digital Transformation
Committee, Reid responded:

“As a member of the ICT Community for
many years, I have always held the view
that T&T can benefit from the effective use
of ICT in improving the delivery of services
to its citizenry and, as an industry, adding
to the GDP of the economy. I saw this
committee as being one such vehicle for me
to contribute to helping the country achieve
these goals.”
Reid hopes that this committee of ICT professionals, supported
by AMCHAM T&T, can effect meaningful change by driving the
adoption of digital technologies, which will make our government
and our private sector more efficient, thus making T&T an easier
place in which to live and work. “The name of the committee says it
all,” Reid explained, “—Digital Transformation.”

ALGETERNAL TECHNOLOGIES LAUNCHES
THE ALGALLURE™
A microalgae-based Skin Care Collection

A

lgEternal Technologies, LLC (AET),
a Texas-based member of the
American Chamber of Commerce
of Trinidad and Tobago, launched
their first microalgae-based
product in Trinidad and Tobago on 9th
June, 2018 at the Millennia Professional
Beauty Treatment Spa, Level 1, C3 Center,
Corinth, San Fernando. The AlgAllure™
AlgaRiche™ Skin Care Collection,
containing the proprietary red marine
microalgae
extract,
PhycoDerm™,
manufactured by AET, provides significant
benefits to human skin, including
antioxidant activity, deep hydration,
evening of skin tone, and diminished
visible signs of aging.

“These benefits derive from an
exopolysaccharide (EPS) from a marine red
microalgal species with many beneficial
properties documented in peer-reviewed
journals such as Marine Drugs,” says CEO
of AET, David Ramjohn. One article states
that “Polysaccharides with marine origin …
have already proved to have several important
properties, such as anticoagulant and/or
antithrombotic, immunomodulatory ability,
antitumor and cancer preventive, antilipidaemic
and hypoglycaemic, antibiotics and antiinflammatory and antioxidant, making them
promising bioactive products and biomaterials
with a wide range of applications.”
Skin Care is important for men as
well as women and the AlgAllure
AlgaRiche Collection works on all
skin types

First launched in Texas on 4th May, 2018,
the AlgaRiche™ collection has already garnered
several great reviews such as: “I have used
the full line of AlgAllure products for about
a month now and can pretty much retire all
my other skin products to the back shelf. The
Night Cream is amazing as well as the Serum
and Moisturizer.”—Mary C., Texas; “Wow! What
a product! I’m 66 years old and have been
switching skincare products all my life. Thanks
to Algallure, I’ve finally found a regimen I’ll
stick with. I didn’t believe it when Algallure
promised to work on all skin types, but believe
me, it does. Both of my daughters, who
are in their 30’s, are using it with the same
miraculous results I’ve seen. What a game
changer in skincare! Thank you!”—Jennie Besal,
Charleston, SC.

L-R: Owners of the Millennia Professional Beauty Treatment Spa, Keegan
Ramgolam and Bernadette Sammy-Ramgolam, with Deokie Ramlochan-Ramjohn
(Corporate Services Manager of AET), and David Ramjohn (CEO of AET) at the
AlgAllure Launch

Patricia Ghany, newly elected President
of AMCHAM T&T, attended the launch,
representing the Board of the Chamber. “We
are ever grateful for the support from AMCHAM
T&T,” said AET CEO Dariel Ramjohn. “AlgEternal
intends to set up production in T&T and will
rely on several of the business services and
networking opportunities available through
membership in AMCHAM T&T to achieve its
local goals.”
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Eyes on the Americas

TRADING PLACES
AMCHAM T&T Assists US Embassy with Matchmaking
Services for Incoming US Trade Mission
By: AMCHAM T&T Staff Writer

Nirad Tewarie, CEO AMCHAM T&T (second from left), with US Embassy officials Kyle Fonay - Political Officer, Dexter
Payne - Acting Deputy Chief of Mission & Political and Economic Chief and Matthew Ciesielski - Economic Officer

A

s trade barriers, borders and boundaries continue to
shift in a competitive global economy, having engaged
international trading partners and symbiotic trade
relationships is extremely important.

Trinidad and Tobago has had a fruitful trade relationship
with the United States for many years, with the US being Trinidad
and Tobago’s largest trading partner. Both countries also enjoy close
security cooperation via the Caribbean Basin Security Initiative (CBSI).
As part of its commitment to continued engagement with Trinidad
and Tobago, the US Embassy hosted an incoming mission of eight
companies from the United States, and partnered with AMCHAM T&T
to provide business-to-business matchmaking services. The three-day
mission, which began on Wednesday 9th May, involved companies
in the areas of construction, food and beverage, information and
communication technology, boat and marine, safety and safety
equipment and professional consultancy services.
At the launch of the mission, Nirad Tewarie, CEO AMCHAM T&T,
emphasised the importance of the US trade relationship with Trinidad
and Tobago and underscored AMCHAM T&T’s commitment to “working
with the US Embassy to assist US companies in taking advantage of
investment opportunities”.
Feedback from companies involved in the mission was encouraging.
Ample Advertising, which divulged that this was the first time
the company had participated in a trade mission, said that “the
US-Caribbean Trade Mission presented a valuable opportunity to build
on our international network, with the added advantage of scheduled,
personalised business-to-business encounters”. They added that the
meetings were “vibrant exchanges that ended on a very positive note”
and described the mission as a “successful and beneficial networking
activity".
NAMALCO Construction, another local company involved in the
mission, was very pleased with the outcome and expressed that they
“were grateful for the introductions to the various companies”. They
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added that they were able to gain knowledge of how US companies
operate, as well as identify future market opportunities.
State Industrial Inc., a US based company, stated that they were
“extremely pleased with the outcome of the mission”, and added that the
mission confirmed that their research about the T&T market was correct.
They are of the view that “this country is a high potential market for the
company to explore”.

THE INTERNATIONAL COMPANIES INVOLVED IN
THE MISSION WERE:
American Muscle Docks & Fabrication LLC - Specialises in boat
docks and boat dock hardware, aluminium gangways and all marina
accessories. www.AMDocks.com
QuiaCle Technology and Consulting, Inc - Provides strategic
consulting technology services and managed services. www.quiacle.com
The Impact Group, LLC – A proven and trusted advisor for nonprofits, private businesses, and local, state, and federal government. www.
impactgroupllc.net
Troy Group – Specialises in security software, printers, inks and toners.
www.troygroup.com/
Zurena LLC – A unique blend of fresh citrus juices, spices, sweetness,
and love. www.myzurena.com
Zuri Productions – Povides marketing and communications services,
specialising in visual storytelling, community engagement and outreach.
www.zuriprod.com
State Industrial Inc – A Certified Business Enterprise (CBE) District of
Columbia based commercial construction firm. www.stateindustrialinc.com
Synergetic Information Systems – Provides IT services and solutions
for the US Federal Government, the District Government, and other clients.
www.gosynergetic.com

In the photo: (L-R) Dr. Roger Hosein, Head of Trade and Economic Development Unit, UWI; Fenwick Reid,
Senior Vice President of Massy Holdings Ltd. and Executive Chairman of the Information, Technology &
Communications Business Unit at Massy Holdings; Nirad Tewarie, CEO AMCHAM T&T; and Conrad Enil,
Group CEO Eastern Credit Union Co-operative Society Limited & Adjunct Faculty, UWI, Arthur Lok Jack
GSB.

MID-YEAR REVIEW
By: AMCHAM T&T Staff Writer

T

he widely anticipated Mid-Year Review was
presented in Parliament by the Honourable Minister
of Finance, Colm Imbert on Thursday 10th May
2018. Following the minister’s presentation, the
American Chamber of Commerce of Trinidad &
Tobago (AMCHAM T&T) released its analysis of the
presentation.
While the Government was credited for reducing and containing
expenditure, and commended for the decision to lay legislation
on the revenue authority before a Joint Select Committee of
Parliament, AMCHAM T&T stressed that more effort is necessary
to reduce expenditure and close the fiscal gap. There has been a
continued call for the adoption of fiscal rules, fiscal discipline and
measures to ensure revenue stabilisation.

Nirad Tewarie: “If you want to stimulate business
activity, we need horizontal policy reforms. We
need reforms in industrial relations, in labour
laws; we need reforms in customs, we need
tax reforms, and the things that will allow
any business to do better and operate more
efficiently.”
Dr Roger Hosein: “I would factor that (the murder
rate) into the economic conversation as we talk
about a turnaround.”

AMCHAM T&T also hosted an Analysis of the Mid-Year Review at
the Arthur Lok Jack School of Business on Monday 14th May 2018.

PRESENTERS INCLUDED:
•

Angelique Bart, Partner, M. Hamel-Smith & Co.

•

Dr. Roger Hosein, Head of Trade and Economic Development
Unit, UWI

•

Fenwick Reid, Senior Vice President of Massy Holdings Ltd.
and Executive Chairman of the Information, Technology &
Communications Business Unit at Massy Holdings;

•

Conrad Enill, Group CEO Eastern Credit Union Co-operative
Society Limited & Adjunct Faculty, UWI, Arthur Lok Jack GSB

THANK YOU TO OUR EVENT SPONSORS
PRICEWATERHOUSE COOPERS AND THE ARTHUR
LOK JACK GLOBAL SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
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#PRESSFORPROGRESS
WOMEN’S LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE 2018
International Women’s Day is an annual event that celebrates, congratulates
and advocates for the advancement of gender parity in society. As the leading
business chamber in Trinidad & Tobago, the American Chamber of Commerce of
T&T (AMCHAM T&T) uses this opportunity to host its annual Women’s Leadership
Conference to highlight the accomplishments of women in all aspects of national
development - social, economic, cultural and political. This event provides a forum
for discussion of the challenges women face and acknowledges the critical role of
both genders in creating positive and long lasting change towards a more gender
inclusive world.
2017 GENDER GAP NUMBERS:
T&T’s working age population: 48% female
SEA students: 49.6% female
UWI graduating class: 67.5% female
AMCHAM T&T's membership: 896 listed executives, of which 331 (37%) female.
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“Gender parity is beyond equal pay. If
men want to be instrumental in creating
change, then they need to become allies in
all spheres, in all spaces, and at all times.”
Feature Speaker, Shelly Clifford Brophy
“AMCHAM T&T firmly believes that we must take
the lead in discussing the power of women in
business and the importance of gender parity
in society. We believe that gender parity is an
important achievement that has a major impact on
how and whether economies and societies advance.
Successfully engaging about half of the world’s
talent pool, and harnessing their contributions, will
have a huge impact on growth, competitiveness and
economic transformation.” Mitchell De Silva, Past
President AMCHAM T&T

“Breaking the barriers
of gender equality and
building female leaders is
bigger than a movement –
it is a radical shift in mindset that has the potential
to drive immense economic
benefits to companies
and countries around the
world.” Giselle Thompson,
Vice President Corporate
Operations bpTT

“Never dismiss what sets you apart – embrace
it! Our greatest value lies in what makes us
different. Too often, though, women buy into
the misguided belief that they have to dial
up their masculinity to get ahead in a man’s
world. Not true. Women don’t need to be more
like men, and when we try to be, we negate
the difference our difference makes.” Roxane
De Freitas, Chairperson Scotiabank Foundation
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Focus on the Arts

They hold a mirror up
to ourselves and help
to build the backbone
of our country with
books, performances
and a legacy that
cannot be quantified
or calculated.

BOCAS LITFEST
By Breanne Mc Ivor, Administrative Coordinator, AMCHAM T&T

"D

on’t quit your day job.” That’s
often the advice I receive
when people find out I’m a
writer. I’m still working at
AMCHAM T&T, so obviously I
haven’t. But this advice
speaks to a broader attitude towards
cultural or creative work: it’s nice but not
necessarily a significant source of
income. In fact, the aftermath of the
2008 global financial crisis often saw
cultural and creative funding cut as part
of some countries’ austerity measures.
However, there are growing economic
arguments in favour of investing in the arts.
According to the US Bureau of Economic
Analysis (BEA) and the National Endowment
for the Arts (NEA), the arts and cultural sector
contributed over $763.6 billion to the US
economy in 2015, which was more than
agriculture, transportation, or warehousing.
According to Cultural Times, cultural and
creative industries (CCI) earn $2,250 billion US
in global revenue, or 3% of the world’s GDP.
There are 29.5 million jobs in CCI, with the
top three employers being visual arts (6.73m),
books (3.67m), and music (3.98m).
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In Trinidad &Tobago, diversification has long
been the clarion call as we seek to supplement
our increasingly volatile oil and gas income.
Investment in and commitment to CCI is
one way to tap into Caribbean creativity and
stimulate economic growth.

Showcase, to highlight the work of young
writers. It is often through exposure at the
festival, entering one of the festival’s prizes, or
through the efforts of the festival team that
new writers can get their work published. Once
published, this work often finds a market.

he annual NGC Bocas Lit Fest, now in its
eighth year, is a local festival that does
much to support local CCI. In 2017,
Penguin Random House The Writers’
Academy listed Bocas as one of the 20
best literary festivals worldwide. Bocas
is one of the most anticipated regional, literary
events and always includes opportunities for
writers as well as booksellers, literary critics,
performers, and readers, while the NGC
Children’s Bocas Lit Fest encourages the next
generation of writers.

This year, I was one of three writers who read
their work at the Bocas session “Secret Lives:
Inspired by the Archives”. I quietly inveigled ten
family members and friends to attend, unsure
of the pull of an archive-inspired event. My
fears turned out to be entirely misplaced as
the Old Fire Station was packed! This level of
support is a testament to the growing interest
in CCI in T&T.

T

This year, the festival took place from 25th
– 29th April and included some heavy hitters
of world literature. Bocas also offers assistance
to emerging authors including workshops
for writers at all levels: Stand and Deliver—a
platform for new writers to perform their work
at the festival, Writers First—a series focused
on the business of books, and the New Talent
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I

t is important to note that while the arts
can stimulate economic growth, they can
do so much more. They hold a mirror up
to ourselves and help to build the
backbone of our country with books,
performances and a legacy that cannot
be quantified or calculated. Books are a
business but they are more than just business.
As Margaret Atwood writes: “A word after a
word after a word is power”.

AMCHAM T&T

LET'S
GET
SOCIAL

Seeraj Gajadhar; Karissa Khan & Andrea Alexis of the CEI Committee and
Breanne McIvor, Administrative Co-ordinator AMCHAM T&T

Coming together
is the beginning,
keeping together
is a process and
working together
is a success.
(Henry Ford, Founder of
Ford Motor Company)

Right to Left: Adonna Da Costa-Headley, CEI Committee; Jason George, AMCHAM
T&T Board & CEI Committee; Nirad Tewarie, AMCHAM T&T CEO; James Devers,
Security Committee; Fenwick Reid, Digital Transformation Committee; Patricia Ghany,
AMCHAM T&T Board & CEI Committee; Martin Farinha, Digital Transformation
Committee; Vishnu Balroop, CEI Committee; Matt Ciesielski, US Embassy Rep on the
AMCHAM T&T Board; & Nicholas Galt, AMCHAM T&T Board.

Vishnu Balroop, CEI Committee and Rani Lakhan-Narace, TAG Committee

A

t AMCHAM T&T, we appreciate
the time, effort and hard work
of all our Committee and SubCommittee
members!
On
Thursday 3rd May 2018 AMCHAM
T&T hosted its first InterCommittee Lime at The Residence, One
Woodbrook Place, to allow committee
members to meet and socialise in a more
relaxed environment.
The event was a huge success and this
will definitely become an annual event. The
Committees and sub-Committees that were
represented include:

•

Chamber Imaging and Experience
Committee (CEI)

•

Health and Safety Committee (HSE)

•

Security Committee

•

Legislative Committee

•

Digital Transformation Committee

•

Trade and Investment Committee (T&I)

•

Transparency, Accountability and
Governance Committee (TAG)

•

Budget Sub-Committee

•

Tax Sub-Committee

•

Trading and Logistics Sub-Committee
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